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Abstract.

A generalization

and some applications

of the Lozinskiï logarithmic

to stability

of differential

equations

norm is introduced
are given.

1. Introduction. Let A be a continuous linear function from a real Banach space
E into itself. Following Lozinskiï [8] (see also [4]) the logarithmic norm p[A] of A

is defined by p[A] = lim/l_0+(ll^ + ^11 ~ 1)M> where / denotes the identity and
||7-|- hA\] = supi^j \x + hA(x)\. This notion has been used to bound solutions of
differential equations and to obtain asymptotic stability [1, 3, 9]. A definition of
logarithmic norm for functions A, which are continuous but not necessarily linear, is
given by Martin [10], who presents also some applications to differential equations.
In this note we consider continuous, possibly nonlinear, functions A from E into
itself such that A(0) = 0. For such functions we define upper and lower characteristic
exponents of order a > 1, denoted by i/° [A] and vf[A] respectively. When A is
linear and E is a real Hubert space, we have u\[A\ = p[A] and v\[A\ = —p[—A].
The upper and lower characteristic exponents are related to stability properties of
the differential equation

(1.1)

x'=A(x).

For example (Theorem 3.1), v^[A\ < 0(^f[A] > 0) implies asymptotic stability
(instability) of the zero solution of (1.1). A characterization of these numbers in
terms of some properties of solutions of (1.1) is also given (Theorem 3.2).

2. Characteristic exponents. Let £bea
real Banach space with norm | • |. Set
Sd = {x GE] ]x] <d), d> 0. Let U C E be a nonempty open convex set containing
the origin. Denote by ? = 7(U) the set of continuous functions from U into E such

that A(0) = 0. For any a>l,Qa

= Q.a(U) is the subset of 7 of all A G 7 such

that |A|cjQ = limsupI_>0|A(:r)]/|2;|0' < +co; Ba = Ba(U) is the subset of Qa of all

A G Qa which satisfy \A(x)\ < LaW* (La > 0), for each xEU. Clearly Qa and Ba
are linear spaces; \-\ç>a is a seminorm on Qa. Notice that for any a > 1, the set
Qa is contained in Q.\.

DEFINITION 2.1. For each A G 7 and x G U, set

N[A,x] = lim (]x + hA(x)\ - \x\)/h.
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Define for a > 1

uas[A]
= limsup^M
sL J
x^0
]x\a

'

vf\A]
= liminf
^M.
lX '
i^o
|x|a

We call uf [A] and i/f [A] the upper and /ower characteristic exponents of order a of
A at the origin.
N[A,x] exists and is finite [5, p. 61]. If A G £a, we have -|A|2c( < ^f [A] <

i/f[A\ <\A\ç)a and so u^[A] and ef [A] are finite.
We say that the functions A and B G Qa are a-tangent

lim|A(x)-B(x)/|xr

I—>o

at the origin, if

= 0.

This is an equivalence relation in Qa. For any A G Qa, denote by [A] the equivalence
class which contains A, that is the set of all S G Qa, which are a-tangent to A at
the origin. For any such B we have N[A,x] < N[B,x] + ]A(x) —B(x)], xEU, from
which dividing by |x|Q > 0 and taking upper limits as x —>0, it follows vf[A] <
v%[B]. Thus, interchanging A and B, ^" [A] = v^[B]. The same equality holds for
lower characteristic exponents. This shows that for any AE Qa, f"[A] and uf[A]
depend only on the equivalence class [A], not on its particular representative. It is
easy to prove that for any A, S G Qa and x G U we have

(2.1)

'N[tA,x] = tN[A,x\,
t>0,
¡N[A + B,x]<N[A,x]-rN[B,x],
N{A + tJ,x} = N[A,x] + t\x\Q,

ÍGR, J(x) = i|i|a_1,

a>l.

If the norm is Gâteaux differentiable, the first equality in (2.1) holds for any t G R.

PROPOSITION 2.1. LetA,BeQa.
Then we have: (i)v°[tA] = tv%[A](t>0),
(ii) v?[A + B] < v"[A] + vas[B},M vas\A+ tJ] = ^[A] +1 (t G R, J(x) = xlx^1)

and(iv)\uf[A]-uf[B]\<\A-B\Qa.
PROOF. From (2.1) we obtain (i)-(iii). From N[A,x] < N[B,x] + \A(x)-B(x)\,
dividing by |x|Q > 0 and taking upper limits as x -* 0, we have u^[A] < i/°[B] +
\A —B¡Qa; thus, interchanging A and B, (iv) follows.
The relations (i), (iii) and (iv) in Proposition 2.1 are true, if we replace upper
with lower characteristic exponents. If E has norm which is Gâteaux differentiable,

then N[tA, x] = tN[A, x] (AeQa,t<0,x€

U) and so, v«[tA] = tuf [A] (t < 0). By

this and vas [-(A + B)] < u<¡¡[-A] + vas[-B],

we obtain

va[A + B] > i/f [A] + va[B].

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let E be a real Hubert space with inner product (-,-). For
any A G Qa, we have

<[A] = limsup(A(x),x)/|x|a+1
i—0

and

i/f[A] = liminf(A(x),x)/|x|a+1.
sc—*0

PROOF. For x # 0 and h > 0 sufficiently small, we have
¡x + hA(x)] - \x\ _ |x + hA(x)\2 - \x\2

,

,

h

~ h(\x + hA(x)\ + \x\)
2(A(x),x)
+
h]A(x)\*
]x + hA(x)\ + ]x\ \x + hA{x)\ + \x\
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Letting h —►
0+, it follows /V[A,x] = (A(x),x)/|x|. From this, dividing by |x|a and
taking upper and lower limits as x —►
0, we obtain v"[A] and vf[A] respectively.
Under the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2, if A G Qi(E), we have v\[A] = supno(A)
and v\ [A] = inf no(A), where nc¡(A) is the local nonlinear numerical range introduced

by Furi and Vignoli [6].
A function A G J is called positively homogeneous of degree a > 0 if for each
x G U, t > 0 such that tx G U, it satisfies A(tx) = taA(x).

PROPOSITION 2.3. LetE be a realHilbert space and suppose that A G Qa(Sr), r >
1, is positively homogeneous of degree a > 1. Then we have f"[A] = sup|xi=1(A(x), x)
and vf[A] = inf|I|=i(A(x),x).
//, in addition, A is linear and Hermitian, v\[A] =
X" = p[A] and u\ [A] = X' = —p[—A], where X" and X' are the greatest and smallest
eigenvalues of A and p[A] is the logarithmic norm of A.

PROOF. Since A is positively homogeneous of degree a, by Proposition 2.2 we
obtain v^[A\ = sup|x|=1(A(x),x). Hence, if a = 1 and A is linear and Hermitian, it

follows u\[A] = X". The equality X" = p[A] can be found in [5, p. 62]. The proof
for the lower characteristic exponent is similar.
Martin [10] has introduced the following nonlinear generalization of the logarith-

mic norm: hm[A] = nm.h^o+(Nm[I + hA] —l)/h, where A G B\ = Bi(Sd) and
Nm[I + IiA] = sup0<|I|<d|x-|-/iA(x)|/|x|.

He shows that pm[A] exists and is finite,

if A is Lipschitzean.

Proposition

2.4. LetAe B\ be Lipschitzean. Thenp,\i[A] > v\[A] and, if the

norm of E is Gâteaux differentiable, v\[A] > —Pm[—A]. Moreover, if Ae Q.i(E) is
linear and E is a real Hubert space, we have v\[A] = p[A] and v\[A] = —p[—A].

PROOF. Let e > 0. Since

Pm[A]=

lim

h^0+

sup (]x + hA(x)[ —\x])/(h\x\),

0<|i|<d

there is ho > 0 such that, for each 0 < h < ho and x G Sd, x # 0, we have

(\x + hA(x)\-\x])/(h\x\)<

sup {\x + hA(x)\-\x\)/(h\x])<pM[A]

+ e.

0<\x\<d

Letting h —►
0 +, we obtain iV[Ax] < (pm[A] + e)|x|, from which v\[A\ < pm[A]
follows at once. If the norm is Gâteaux differentiable, we have pm[—A] > vl[—A] =
—v}[A] and so u\[A] > —pm[—A]. Now suppose that A G Q.\(E) is linear and E is
a real Hilbert space. Let 0 < e < 1. Since A is continuous there is ho > 0 such that
for each 0 < h < ho and x G E, |x| = 1, we have |x + /iA(x)| > 1 —e. Then from
(2.2) (under the above restrictions on h and x) we obtain

(|x + hA(x)\ - l)/h = [2(A(x),x) + h]A(x)\2]/(\x + hA(x)\ + 1)
<[2(A(x),x) + /i||A||2]/(2-e).
Hence supM=1(\x + hA(x)\-l)/h < (2i^[A] + /i||A||2)/(2-e) and, letting h -* 0+, it
follows immediately p[A] < u\[A]. On the other hand p[A] = Pm[A] > v\[A], thus
ß[A] = v\[A\. Since p[-A] = ^s[-A] = —fj[A\, also the equality v\[A] = -yt[—A\
is true. This completes the proof.
We observe that in Proposition

2.4 strict inequalities can hold. For example,

taking A(x) = 3x + x2, —1< x < 1, one has pm[A] = 4 and u\[A\ = 3.
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3. Some applications to differential equations. The characteristic exponents are
related to stability properties of the zero solution of (1.1). The next more general
definition allows to cover also the case of stability of a set, which is invariant for
(1.1). Notice that all differential equations which we consider here are supposed to
satisfy hypotheses which guarantee (local) existence and uniqueness of solutions.
Let fi be a nonempty closed and proper subset of E. Set

d(x,fi) = inf{|x-u|

|uGfi},

x G E,

and

fir = {x<EE\d(x,n)<r},

r>0.

Let A be the set of continuous functions A: fir —►
E which are bounded, that is
sup{|A(x)| | x G fir} < +°°, and such that fi is positively invariant for (1.1).

DEFINITION 3.1. For A G A and x G fir, set

Nq [A,x] = lim sup[d(x -I-hA(x) n)-d(x,Q)]/h.
h—0+

Define for a > 1

'n JA] = lim
n'sl

Wn[A,x]

sup

«-0+0<d(lin)<i

d(x,Q)a

Nn[A,x]
lim
inf
'n,¿ [A] *-*9*+
0<d(x,h)<6 d(x,Q)a '
If fi = {0} and A G 7(Sr), we obtain v*[A] and i/f [A]. We recall that fi is stable
for (1.1), if for every r\ > 0 there is Ó"> 0 such that each solution x(-) of (1.1) with

d(x(0), fi) < S satisfies d(x(t), fi) < n, t > 0. fi is asymptotically stable for (1.1), if it
is stable and there is o > 0 such that d(x(0), fi) < a implies limi_+0Od(x(i), fi) = 0.

Theorem

3.1. Let Ae A be such that -co < vf¡¡a[A]< 0 (resp. 0 < v^ti\A\ <

-fco) /or some a > 1. Then fi ¿s asymptotically

stable (resp. not stable) for (1.1).

PROOF. We prove only the statement concerning ï'n S[A] (tne same argument
can be used in the other cases). Let e > 0 satisfy c = Vq 3[A] + e < 0 and let 0 <
o < r be such that 0 < d(x,Q) < o implies Nq[A, x] < cd(x, fi). We claim that any
solution x(-) of (1.1) with d(x(0), fi) < o is such that (¡>(t)= d(x(t), fi) < o, for each t
in the right maximal interval of existence of x(-), say [0, ui), w > 0. Suppose <j>(t)> 0
for each t G [0,w). If the claim is not true, there is ii > 0 such that 0 < <f>(t)< o,
t G [0, ii), and (p(t\) = o. Then, denoting by D+ the right upper Dini derivative, we

have for t G [0,ti)

D+<f>(t)
= lim sup- dlx(t) + J

A(x(u))du,n\-d(x(t),n)

k-*S)+ n

< lim supí t [d(x(t) + hA(x(t)), fi) • ■d(x(t),n)]
h—0+ \ h

i

+ -

rt+h

h Jt

A(x(u))du-A(x(t))

<Nn[A,x(t)].
Since 4>(t)< a, t G [0,¿i), we have D+<f>(t)< c<j>(t),which implies (see [7, p. 15]) o =
<l>{ti)< 0(O)exp(cii) < o",a contradiction. Since A is bounded, a standard argument
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shows that w = +00. Therefore D+cf>(t) < ccf>(t),t > 0, and so <p(t) < <p(0)exp(ci),
t > 0. Since fi is positively invariant for (1.1), it is easy to verify that the latter
inequality is still satisfied, if <j>(t)vanishes for some t > 0. Thus fi is asymptotically
stable for (1.1) and the proof is complete.
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let A(z) = (-y + Xx(l - \z]2)k, x + \y(l - \z\2)k), where z =
(x,y), \z] = (x2 + y2)1/2, \>0 and k> 1 is odd. Let fi = {z GR2||¿| = 1}. Suppose

|z| < 1. Then d(z, fi) = 1 —\z\ and, for h > 0 small enough, d(z + hA(z), fi) = 1 —
¡«¡(1 +ph + qh2)1/2, where p = 2X(1 - |2|2)fc and 0 = 1 4- X2(l - |z|2)2fc. Thus
Nq[A,z] = —\\z\(l — \z]2)k. If ]z] > 1, a similar computation furnishes Nq[A,z] =

X|z|(l - l^l2)*. Hence Nn[A,z]/d(z,n)k
^,S[A] = ^[A]

= -X2fe.

= -X|z|(l -f \z\)k, \z\ * 1. Therefore

Notice that Theorem 3.1 is valid under more general assumptions. For instance,
one can prove that, if Vq s[A] = —00 then the set fi is asymptotically stable for
(1.1). A trivial example in which this happens is given by A(x) = —x, x G R and

fi = [a,6], o<0, 6>0.
The characteristic exponents and, in particular, the logarithmic norm can be
interpreted in terms of Liapunov functions. This is evident, if in Definition 2.1 we
consider | • | as the Liapunov function V(x) = |x|. This motivates the following
generalization.
Let "V be the set of functions V: Sr —►R, r > 0, which are

Lipschitzean and satisfy |x| < V(x) < b\x] (b > 1), x G Sr. Let A G 7(Sr) and
let V G ~V.For each x G Sr, set N[A, V,x] = limsup^o+^x
-f hA(x)) - V(x)]/h.
N[A,V,x]

is finite, since V is Lipschitzean.

Then, for any a > 1, define v"[A,V] =

lixnsupx^0N[A,V,x]/V(x)a
and vf[A,V]=lixninfx^0N[A,V,x]/V(x)a.
Let —00 < v^[A, V] < 0. Denote by Ta the set of numbers c < 0 for which there
is 6 = 6(c) > 0 such that
a = 1, |xo| < 6 implies V(x(t)) < V(xo)exp(ci),

(3-1}

a > 1, [xo| < ¿implies V(x(t))^

<

t > 0,

V{x^
1 —qa —1)1/(xo)

t

t>0.

Here x(-) denotes the solution of (1.1) with x(0) = xo.

REMARK 3.1. If A G Qa = Q.a(Sr) and v^[A,V] < 0, then the set Ta is
nonempty and bounded from below. Consider a = 1 (the same argument can be
used when a > 1) and fix e > 0 such that c = u\ [A, V] + e < 0. Since A G í2i, there
is 0 < o < r such that |A(x)| < L\x\, x G 5o-, where L = \A\q_, + 1. As in the proof
of Theorem 3.1 (with fi = {0}) one finds 0 < 6 < o such that any solution x(-) of
(1.1) with x(0) G Sg remains in Sa and satisfies V(x(t)) < V(x(0))exp(êi), t > 0.
Thus Ti is nonempty. Moreover, denoting by K the Lipschitz constant of V, we

have \D+V(x(t))] < K]x'(t)\ < KLV(x(t)), t > 0, and so, D+V(x(t)) > -KLV(x(t)).
Therefore, for each x(0) G Ss and t > 0, V(x(t)) > V(x(0))exp(-KLt). This implies
that Ti is bounded from below.
DEFINITION 3.2. Define ß^[A,V] to be the greatest lower bound of rQ.
THEOREM 3.2. Lei A G Qa(Sr)- Suppose that V G "Vhas continuous derivative
in Sr\{0}, and -co < v«[A, V]<0. Then v«[A, V] = ß«[A, V].
PROOF. We prove only the statement concerning v\[A, V] (when a > 1 the proof
is similar). Let e > 0 be such that c = v\[A, V] 4- e < 0 and 0 < 6 < o correspond

as in Remark 3.1. It follows that c G Ti and so ß\[A, V] < vl[A, V]. Suppose that
this inequality is strict and let c G T1 satisfy ßs [A, V] <c<u\
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0 < 6 < 6 such that any solution x(-) of (1.1) with x(0) G S¡ satisfies (3.1). On the
other hand, from the definition of u\[A, V], it follows that if we fix 6 > 0 such that

c < v\ [A,V] - 6 = 7, there is x G Ss (x # 0) for which N[A, V, x] > iV(x). Let x(-)
be the solution of (1.1) with x(0) = x. From the hypotheses, t —►
d(V(x(t)))/dt exists
and is continuous for t G [0, t], for some í > 0. Clearly, N[A, V, x(t)] = D+V(x(t)) =
d(V(x(t)))/dt and so, N[A,V,x(t)] is a continuous function of t G [0,í]. Taking t
smaller, if necessary, we have N[A, V, x(t)] > jV(x(t)), t G [0, t]. Thus, D+V(x(t)) >
^V(x(t)), which implies V(x(t)) > V(x)exp(^t), t G [0,t]. The latter inequality and
(3.1), with xo = x and t G [0, t], imply 7 < c, a contradiction. This completes the
proof.
A similar characterization can be given for ¿/"[A,V].
For any a > 1, let Ma be the set of continuous functions B: IX Sr —>E, r > 1,
1 = [a,+00), B(t, 0) = 0, such that limsupI_>0|.B(i,x)|/|x|a
< +00 exists uniformly
with respect to t G I. For any B G Jfa, we define N[B,x,t], u°[B,t] and i/f [B,t] as
in Definition 2.1, replacing A with B. Here we require that the upper limit uf [B,t]
and the lower limit vf[B,t] exist uniformly with respect to t G I. Notice that, for
any B G Ma, v^[B,t] and uf [B,t] are bounded functions of t El.
For any B G Ma, consider the differential equation

(3.2)

x' = B(t,x).

The following proposition extends a result of Wazewski [11] (see also [12]).

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let E be a separable real Hubert space. Let B £ Na be such
that, for any tEl, B(t, •) is positively homogeneous of degree a > 1. Then, for each
(to,xo) El X Sr there exists ii > io such that, for any t G [¿Oj^l]; the solution x(-) of

(3.2), with x(io) = xq, satisfies
(3.3)

]xQ\exp(l

u¡[B,u]du\<\x(t)]<]x0]exp(j
xo\

a-1;

v\[B,u]du\

TÄo-T)^ W*)l

(l + (1 - ^Ixol0-1 /¿ ^?[S,«] d«)
< -l/(a-l)'

(l + ^-a^xol^1

>

¡l^[B,u]du)

PROOF. As in the Proposition 2.3 one obtains u^[B,t] = sup|z|=1(i?(i,x),x)
and vf[B,t] = inf|x|=i(B(i,x),x),
tel.
From this, since the unit sphere of E is
separable, it follows that v°[B,t] and i/f[B,t] axe (bounded) measurable functions
of t G I. Thus the integrals in the statement of the proposition make sense. Let
now a —1. Let t\ > t0 such that |x(i)| < r, t G [¿oí¿1]- Suppose x(t) > 0, t G [ío>¿i]Since D+|x(í)| = (B(t,x(t)),x(t))/\x(t)[
and B(t, •) is positively homogeneous, we

have iA[.B,r.]|x(i)|< £>+|x(i)| < i/l[B,t]\x(t)\, which implies (3.3). When x(t) = 0
for some t G [ío>*i]>then by uniqueness of solutions x(t) = 0 and (3.3) is trivially
satisfied. When a > 1, the proof is similar.
For further properties concerning differential equations with homogeneous righthand side, see Busenberg and Jaderberg [2]. The next proposition generalizes a
result of Brauer [1].
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let E be a separable real Hubert space. If, for some a > 1,
B E Ma indlimsupt_+00(/Q v^[B,u] du)/(t—a) < 0, then the origin is asymptotically

stable for (3.2).
The proof is omitted since it is similar to that of Brauer. We notice only that,
as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, v"[B,t] turns out to be a bounded measurable
function of t El and so the integral in the statement makes sense.
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